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NEW NATIONAL SECTIONS

During March news was received of plans to establish
National Sections in Norway and Sweden. In both countries
there are already isolated AMNESTY supporters! now, in each
country, an organiser h6s come forward and has started work,
forming a national committee,

Norway
Mr. Odd Inge Langholm,
c/o Duvang,
Nordlysveien 28,
Oslo.

Sweden
Yiss Ulla Swedberg
Dr. Forselius gata 42,
Göteborg SV.

The Norwegian State Television Service put on a special
programme on "Amnesty" on Human Rights Day, 1961, and one
group of THREE is already operating in Oslo. In Sweden
students at Uppsala first showed interest in AMNESTY work
last autumn, and a Swedish edition of "Persecution 1961"
is t9 be published by an Uppsala publishing house.

Mr. Neville Vincent, joint Hon. Secretary of AMNESTY,
plans to visit Scandinavia in September.

News was rer;eived during Narch of the establishment of
a section in the State 9f Victoria; Australia. The section
has already been active, contacting churches in connection
with the commemoration of Passion Sunday as a Day of Prayer .
for the Persecutad, The London office has asked the section
to use its influence with the Australian Government to
prevent the proposed deportation of three Portuguese sailors
who recently deserted their ship.

PROGRESSOF NATIONALSECTIONS

The German Section is publishing a booklet containing
reports of the investigations carried out by Mr. Sean MacBride
in Czechoslovakia, Mr. Blom-Cooper in Ghana, Mr. Neville
Vincent in 'Dortugal and Mr. nrem Khera in East Berlin.

Mons. Edmond Michelet, former Minister of Justice, has
agreed to become President of the French Section.

The Swiss Section is now engaged in drawing up and
registering its statutes
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TITLES OF THE AMNESTY MOVEMENT IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Because of special circumstances which have given the
word "amnesty" a particular connotation the National Sections
in Prance, Belgium and Holland have asked for leave to adopt
a title more fittinF their national traditions. Permission
has readily been granted. The French Section is likely to
adopt the title "Liberte de l'Esprit" (Freedom of the Spirit)
and the Dutch Section has taken the title: "Foundation for
the Relief of Prisoners of Conscience".

In order to emphasise that each National Section belongs
to the same movement, whatever its title, all Sections are
asked to make use of the international emblem :- the candle
burning inside a coil of barbed wire. In time the movement
may become known by its symbol, as has the International Red
Cross.

THREES

The number of THREES in Great Britain is increasing steadily;
the total is now 34. Groups of THREE are now either formed or
in the process of etablishment at 10 universities. Some groups
have already been active in raising money for the support of
their adopted prisoner's family. Since the beginning of the
year 4 prisoners adopted, by groups of THREE have been released.

The first group of THREE in U.S.A. is now being formed at
Columbia University, New York. National Sections are asked to
note that universities are especially fruitful ground for
recruiting support for ANNESTY.

"AMNESTY" .UARTERLY JOURNAL

The first edition of the AMNESTY quarterly journal will be
dispatched just before Easter. This edition is printed in
English only. Page proofs are being sent in advance to certain
National Sections in Europe who may wish to arrange for
publication in their own language. Each National Section is
being sent six free copies of the Quarterly, and every person
who has paid a subscription to the central AMNESTY movement in
London will receive a complimentary copy. National Sections
may order further copies by arrangement with the London office
at a price to be agreed.

Further advertisements are needed for future issues of the
journal, particularly to emphasise the international quality of
the movement. Any National Section obtaining an advertisement
(price at the rate of £25 per page) may retain one-half the
proceeds for its national funds.
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INVESTIGATIONS

During the first three months of 1962 AMNEST
Y sent

representatives to Ghana, Portugal, East Ber
lin and

Czechoslovakin. The technique adopted by the representatives


was to take up with the government the cases
 of a small number

of prisoners (three to five) who were especi
ally deserving

release. Between April and the summer it is hoped to 
send

representatives to carry out missions in Spa
in, Portugal,

Soviet Union lnd Rumania.

Two special groups have been established in 
London to

keep under review the extent of administrati
ve detention in

France and Ghana.

PASSION SUNDAY

Passion Sunday is being observed as n Specia
l Day of

Prayer for the Persecuted throughout English
 Catholic Churches,

in many English Protestant churches and in s
ome Catholic

churches abroad. It is hoped thnt in succeeding years the

inter-connection between Our Lord's Passion 
and that of all

those who "suffer for rihteousness' sake" wi
ll be commemorated

throughout all denominations of the Christia
n Church.

THE JEWISHCOMITTNITY

The Chief Rabbi of Israel has agreed to set 
aside a

Special Day of Prayer for the Persecuted; s
o has the Chief

Rabbi of England. The date will be announced later.

HUMANISTS

To meet the wishes of AMNESTY supporters who
 do not belong

to any established faith, P Trustee hns been selected to

insure that the Movement also protects those
 who are persecuted

for expressing humanist views. He is Professor Ritchie Calder,

expert on international nutrition and writer
 of Edinburgh

University.

THE MOHAMMEDANS

Contact has been made with the Mohammedan co
mmunity, and

it is hoped that a Day of Prayer for the Per
secuted will be

agreed.

THE BUDDHISTS

Persecution, as such, is not condemned in th
e Buddhist

philosophy, according to which suffering is 
to be accepted

submissively as a step en the 'path of perfe
ction'. The
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attitude of mind with which persecution is
 met i3 all important;

to this end the London Buddhist Community w
ill hold a special

Hour of Contemplation on Human Rights Day.

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

All National Sections are asked to plan sp
ecial

commemoration of t'.e Declaration of Hunan 
Rights, and of

those suffering imprisonment in breach of 
articles 18 and 19

of the Declaration, on or about 10th Decem
ber.

In Britain the pattern of the commemoratio
n will be:-

Sunda December 9th
Specie services in churches, with suitable sermon

s

and prayers, and, where possible, the ligh
ting of an

AMNESTY Candle. One of these services will be

regnrded as the National Service and will 
be broadcast

by B.B.C.
Special programmes on sound and television

 on the

spiritunl significance of persecution and 
suffering.

Monde Decembc.,r10th
Meetings organf.sed by groups of THREE, Eit

her alone or

in conjunction with other local organisati
ons, such as

U.N.A.
Special television programme on "Amnesty".

Publication in press of special messages f
rom political

leaders.

CONFERENCEON "PERSONAL FREEDOM IN MARXIST SO
CIETIES"

This will be held at the Royal Hotel, Lond
on, on Saturday,

16th June and Bailey's Hotel, London on Su
nday, 17th June.

Expert papers are now being prepared on "F
reedom of expression"

and "Freedom for the accused" in each of t
he 13 Marxist

countries. These papers will form the basis of two sy
mposia

which will be issued to delegates attendin
g. A shortened

version of the symposium on "Freedom of ex
pression" will

appear in the OBSERVER on Sunday, 17th Jun
e.

Delegates irom out.5ile will

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF NATIONAL SECTI
ON ORGANISERS

This will be held in Belgium over the week
end 22nd/23rd

September. Further details in the next Bulktin, whic
h will

be issued at the end of May.

A French trenslation of this international
 bulletin will be

issued as soon as possible.


